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Abstract: digital image processing (DIP) is known as a process 

which uses several computer algorithms. Image processing is done on 

digital images by using these algorithms. Digital image processing is 

using in several applications, like image-sharpening, medical, pattern 

reorganization, color processing, remote sensing, video processing 

etc. The traffic data is affected by satellite images object oriented 

detection approach and satellite resolution. As compared with the 

conventional data gathering approach when data is gathering from 

satellite images then it can be process more quickly and efficiently. 

The research works is done for detecting and recognize the vehicle in 

satellite images. The threshold technique that using in this research is 

Otsu method. The main objective for this approach to find a more 

improved and effective approach to detect the vehicles in less time. 

 

Index Terms: digital image processing; satellite; vehicle; 

threshold, otsu. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The detection of vehicles from the images taken from satellite is 

an efficient method for recognizing the vehicles. Because the 

vehicles are recognized form high resolution satellite images. 

There is much scope for developing an accurate frame work in 

the field of vehicle detection through satellite image because 

100% accurate system design is very tough task [1]. 

Vehicle detection and recognition strategy oversees requesting 

vehicle into a particular class or gathering where article 

recognition approach binding a specific vehicle of need in 

moving video or advanced modernized pictures. Everything or 

article class has its own particular features depict themselves and 

separate them from the others. along these lines it can recognize 

the identical or relative articles in various pictures or chronicles. 

There are numerous application are exist in which article 

acknowledgment and discovery is connected some of them are 

computerized vehicle leaving frameworks, picture recovery, 

security, machine review, observation and so on item 

acknowledgment recognition still concern numerous Critical 

troubles. One principle issue is about power with respect to 

assortment in scale, non-inflexible misshapenings, imaging 

conditions and perspective. Enormous scale picture recovery is 

another present issue in this field. Since there should scale up to 

thousands thing classes and countless pictures [2].  

In the image field article are contained and it very well may be 

perceived normally. We can realize this as item location and this 

is the serious issue and undertaking in the PC field today. 

II. FUNDAMENTAL OF IMAGE PROCESSING 

InT earlyT 1920T inT aT paperT industryT imageT processingT wasT firstT 
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presentedT forT submarineT linkT moveT theT pictureT wereT codedT andT 

atT theT acceptingT pointT byT aT transmitT printerT pictureT wasT 

imitated.T ThereT hadT beenT improvementsT inT theT systemT inT theT 

midT toT lateT 1920s.T imageT processingT wasT usedT toT improveT theT 

photosT ofT theT moonT takenT byT theT RangerT 7T spaceT testT inT 

1964.SuchT systemsT wereT usedT inT theT otherT spaceT missionsT 

moreover.T PictureT handlingT systemT utilizedT inT theT restorativeT 

fieldT inT 1970s.T AllanT M.T CormackT andT GodfreyT N.T HounsfieldT 

commonlyT gotT TheT NobelT PrizeT forT theT productionT ofT PCT helpedT 

tomographyT inT 1979.T PresentlyT inT nowadaysT pictureT handlingT isT 

gettingT progressivelyT moreT thoughtT becauseT ofT theT accentuationT 

onT twoT fundamentalT areasT [3]: 

1.T ToT manageT imageT andT ForT selfT decisionT observation 

2.T inT theT imageT dataT forT humanT enhancementT andT analysis 

 

AnalogT andT digitalT imageT processingT areT twoT typesT ofT digitalT 

imageT processing.T  

TheT imageT processingT inT whichT simpleT orT printedT copiesT areT 

requiredT forT humanT surveyT thenT analogT imageT processingT isT 

required.T PrintoutT andT photosT areT theT exampleT ofT analogT imageT 

processing. 

InT digitalT imageT processingT handlingT byT utilizingT PCT orT someT 

otherT gadgetsT controlsT theT imageT inT digitizedT way.T PrimarilyT 

thereT incorporateT threeT stagesT inT computerizedT imageT 

processingT [3].T TheT stagesT areT appearedT inT figureT 1:T  

 

•T Low-levelT imageT processingT  

•T Mid-levelT imageT processingT  

•T High-levelT imageT processing 

 

 
 

Figure 1: phases of Digital Image Processing  

 

The basic arctitecure of digital image procesing is shown in 

figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Digital Image Processing architecture 

III. IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

There are several image processing technique techniques are 

available. This section control formation, processing and 

acquisition of images. The figure 3 shows the process that 

included and used for evolution.  

 

 
Figure 3: Image processing technique [3] 

IV. RELATED WORK 

it is need to detect the change in satellite imagery by using 

Semantic analysis [4]. This is basically depends on background 

modeling. To given a brand new image many images have been 

tested and detected how the normal background looks of the 

scene. the pixel that have abnormal look considered as change in 

the object [5].  

V. CHALLENGES OF OBJECT DETECTION AND TRACKING IN 

VIDEO 

In vehicle detection general sense includes evaluating the region 

of a particular part in dynamic housings in a video gathering or 

image. Distinguish an vehicle effectively is an exceptionally 

diligent work, particularly when the object consistently change 

its shape, size region and heading or article have a confounded 

structure. In the previous couple of decades to discover the article 

in a particular video outline there are numerous techniques and 

calculations have been presented by numerous researchers. Be 

that as it may, every technique or calculation has their very own 

detriments and inclinations. Any vehicle identification 

calculation has their mistakes and that can cause a float. So there 

is need of a superior calculation that can diminish the float to 

recognize the precise item over the time distribution of the 

application. 

 

 

VI. PROPOSED APPROACH 

It is very important to develop a system which can which can 

track the vehicle in traffic. In satellite image the object oriented 

detection and satellite resolution improvement affect the data of 

traffic.  

a. Enhancement of images 

Due to the obstruction of some external factors like weather, 

shadow, chaos and chaos the detection of vehicles from the 

satellite image is very difficult task. So before extract the vehicles 

from satellite images to enhance the rate of vehicle detection and 

precision of the detection it is require to enhance the satellite 

images acquisition.  

b. Grey scale manipulation 

In the input image on a 1x1 pixel neighborhood when the 

operator ‘T’ acts, at (x,y) it depend on the value of the ‘F’. This is 

known as mapping or grey scale transformation.  

c. Histogram Equalization 

For enhancing the image display histogram equalizer are 

used. If a taken image is very dark then its histogram alter 

towards the lower end of the grey scale and in the dark end of the 

histogram, the detail of image squeezed.  

d. Smoothing of images and Segmentation 

To reduce the effects of missing pixel values, spurious pixel 

values and camera noise the smoothing of image is used. 

edge-preserving smoothing and neighbourhood averaging is 

techniques are used for smoothing purpose. In the image 

segmentation image the features that sharing common 

characteristics are grouped together. This step use region 

detection, thresholding, edge detection, statistical classification 

or any combination of these methods.  

 

 
Figure 3: Process for detecting vehicle from an  satellite image 
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VII. OTSU THRESHOLD 

To find the optimal threshold value k* the Otsu threshold [11] 

uses the class reparability. It amplifies the between-class change. 

To extract the object from its background Otsu method is used. 

For evaluating the method of Otsu threshold k* MATLAB has a 

built-in function. On testing image by applying Otsu threshold 

directly it can detect the bright vehicles. There is necessary to 

first apply a preprocess step to reduce the problem of road 

dividers and lane markers on highway. 

 
Figure 4: Detection of the Bright Vehicles Using Otsu 

Threshold 

On the testing image the  sliding neighborhood operation is 

used. And in testing image it assign maximum level of intensity 

of its neighborhood to each pixel. from the large objects the 

bright By applying sliding neighborhood operation pixels 

corresponding. The preprocessing step help to highlight the 

vehicles, and dim the lane markers. To generate a binary image 

the Otsu Threshold is computed, after applying the sliding 

neighborhood operation. 

Detection of Dark Vehicles 

Otsu threshold is used for detecting the dark vehicles. In a 

rectangular neighborhood of a 3-by-3 matrix for detecting the 

dark vehicles minimum intensity is assigned to each pixel. When 

compared to background the dark vehicle become more darkens. 

To convert the image in a binary image Otsu threshold is used. 

 
Figure 5: Dark vehicles Detected by Otsu Threshold 

 

VIII. RESULT  

 
Figure 6: Reference image1 

 

 
 

Figure 7: refernce image 4 

 
Table 1: Result in percentage 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The traffic information is influenced by satellite images object 

oriented detection and satellite goals. As contrasted and the 

regular information social affair approach when information is 

gathering from satellite image then it very well may be process 

all the more rapidly and productively. The exploration works is 

accomplished for distinguishing and perceive the vehicle in 

satellite pictures. The limit strategy that utilizing in this 

exploration is Otsu technique. The principle objective for this 

way to deal with locates an increasingly improved and viable 

way to deal with identify the vehicles in less time. The 

identification of vehicles from the pictures taken from satellite is 

an effective technique for perceiving the vehicles. Since the 

vehicles are perceived structure high goals satellite pictures. 

There is much scope for building up an exact casing work in the 

field of vehicle recognition through satellite image in light of the 

fact that 100% precise framework configuration is extreme 

undertaking. 
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